Best Practices in Blood Culture Collection

Should we collect a “waste” blood specimen when drawing blood culture from an intravascular device?

Blood cultures drawn from the catheters have been shown to have higher contamination rates (i.e., false-positive results) than cultures drawn by venipuncture. Contaminated blood cultures can lead to unnecessary antibiotic treatments and diagnostic testing. H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Centre and Research Institute is practising to collect 5 mL of blood for waste and discard when drawing blood from central lines prior to inoculating blood culture bottles, whereas others do not.

It is a questionable value if collecting a “waste” blood specimen before collecting blood for culture will reduce contamination rates. The reasons for discarding the first 5 to 10 mL of blood are based on the following: (i) heparin could be antimicrobial; (ii) it removes “colonizing” bacteria in the port or line, which may result in false-positive cultures; (iii) it removes residual solutions (antibiotics and chemotherapy agents) that may have antimicrobial activity; and (iv) blood from the line is diluted with infusate, resulting in less volume for culture.

Several studies demonstrated that discarding the initial aliquot of blood does not reduce contamination rates or increase the blood cultures sensitivity, as heparin in concentrations found in the blood culture bottles does not inhibit bacteria or yeast, and the quantity of antibiotic or chemotherapeutic agent in the line is low, and if the appropriate volume of blood is collected (8 to 10 mL for adults), the dilution factor of 1 mL in the line would be miniscule. A recent study by Dwivedi et al. reported that discarding the first 10 mL of blood before drawing blood for culture from intravascular-access devices has no effect on decreasing contamination rates. In conclusion, it is not necessary to collect a “waste” specimen when collecting blood for culture from an intravascular device.
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